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Faculty group opposes grievance policy
by Jim Emple
Staff Writer
The inability of the UMO ad-
ministration in handling facul-
ty noncontractual grievances
may lead to a decline in the
university's pursuit of ex-
cellence, said a member of an
independent faculty group con-
cerned with professional stan-
dards at UMO, Thursday.
Mark Lutz, an economics
professor at UMO and member
of a group currently circulating
a petition which questions the
method used to settle non-
contractual grievances, said,
"The administration handles
those complaints in an informal
manner."
Lutz said complaints are now
treated within the administra-
tion, but if they cannot settle it
they send you to another office.
"If nobody helps me that's too
bad — it's a runaround," he
said.
"The existing system tends to
create problems involving
unresolved complaints," he
said. "Right now there is no
mechanism that solves those
concerns and this will lead to a
decrease in excellence."
Lutz said, "The union
(Associated Faculty of the
University of Maine) has a
negative effect by limiting the
grievable items." He said the
channels to complain about
wagi.s and hours of work are
established in the contract, but
it's the items that don't relate to
collective bargaining issues that
need to be addressed.
Lutz and three other UMO
professors have written a peti-
tion addressing this issue and
plan to present it to the univer-
sity visiting committee in
November. The other three are
professors Henry Pogorzelski
and Henrik Bresinsky of the
mathematics department, and
Melvin Burke, a professor of
economics.
Lutz said the group is
documenting cases to illustrate
that the current grievance
system isn't working, but declin-
ed to comment on any specific
cases.
Burke also declined to give
any specifics, but said he was
concerned about Chancellor
Patrick McCarthy's tenure
situation and how Arthur
Johnson was appointed presi-
dent without the use of a search
committee.
He said, "Maintaining pro-
fessional ethics means having
the same rules for everybody.
Not some (rules) for some and
other roles for others."
Lutz said the group is under
pressure to come out and
specify what the petition is con-
cerned with.
"We're in a bind," he said.
"If we don't come out (with the
cases) people will jump on us.
If we come out now and God
forbid the bond issue goes
down, we'll be blamed."
President Arthur Johnson
said, "I talked with some facul-
ty members who read it four
times and still didn't understand
what the petition was about."
Johnson said, "If they have
a complaint they should come
and see me. I shouldn't have to
read about it in a newspaper."
He said, "This is a bad situa-
tion during a time when our
public image is important. In
my opinion they're just hurting
the university."
Lutz said the group issued a
report to the president's office
Thursday afternoon which
listed some of the cases it had
documented. Johnson, who was
busy in afternoon meetings,
said he did not know that the
report had been filed. Burke
said the group needed some
more examples. "The six or
seven we have now may just be
the tip of the iceberg."
Although less than 30 facul-
ty members have signed the
petition, Burke said, "I feel that
most of the faculty are concern-
ed with the issues."
Homecoming events
Friday, Oct, 19
7:30 p.m. Class of 1974 Reunion dinner
Wells Private Dining Room
Class of 1979 Reunion dinner
Wells Mahogany Dining Room
9110 p.m. Pep Rally Bonfire
Alfond Arena parking lot
Saturday, Oct. 20
8 a.m. Graduate "M" Club Breakfast
Wells Commons
Special Guest Speaker, Billy Swift
9-.30 am. Class Reunion Breakfasts and Business Meetings
Class of '74 - Hilltop, Yellow private dining room
Class of '79 - Hilltop, Red private dining room
(eontisaed on pate 3)
by Pam Burbank
Staff Writer
He said the reason many
faculty members have not sign-
ed yet is because they are in-
dependent people. "If they
don't want to sign they don't
have to. Some don't have tenure,
some are afraid of the ad-
ministration, and some won't
sign anything."
He said many faculty
members are just brushing off
the fact that some of their
grievances are not being solved.
"It doesn't happen to bother
anybody," he said. "Recently
they've just been putting these
things off. It's bad now; it's
worsening. There's an attitude
of that's the way it is."
Oskar Feichtinger, aswiate
professor of mathematics,
didn't sign the petition because
it did not define professional
ethics and standards.
"Each one of them (the
members of the group) pro-
bably has a different interpreta-
tion," Feichtinger said. "I
would like them to say what
their problems are, and to
define their broad sweeping
generalizations."
Stephen Norton, assistant
dean of the college of arts and
sciences, said, "I'm not quite
clear on their concerns; they
haven't clarified. 1 don't know
of many who know what the
four people are driving at. Un-
til they make clear their pro-
blems it doesn't do them or the
university any good at this
time."
Norton said he had no plans
to pursue the issue. "It's best
left to die," he said. "At face
value it appears to be that four
people are upset with the
system. There's a lack of en-
dorsement; it's not a significant
factor of the faculty. I find it
bad that it's reflecting on the
whole university when actually
it's a concern of these (four)
people."
He said the petition makes
(see PE71TION page 3)
The kidnapping of L'MO's mascot, Bananas the bear. 1st row, kit
 to right: Scott Lemieux,
vice president of Alpha Phi Omega, the service fraternity that sp
onsors Bananas; UMOPD
Officer William Laughlin, APO pledge Bruce Houston and Phi 
Mu member Sally Martin.
2nd row: APO pledge Ed Lachapelle, Phi Me members Johanna 
MoQuoid, Monk* Poulin,
Bananas, Beth Brockett and Jane Davis. (PICS photoi
UMO mascot held for ransom
Bananas, mascot and
cheering presence at Univer-
sity of Maine at Orono extra-
curricular events, has been
kidnapped only days before
Homecoming Weekend (Oc-
tober 19-21).
The bear was discovered
missing late Tuesday night.
The Black Bear, in his new
blue suit, has been bear-
napped and is now being
held for ransom by the
women of Phi Mu sorority.
A note said that the bear
would be present, under
heavy guard, at the pep rally
and bonfire Friday evening.
The note said he would
also attend Saturday events,
including the morning
Shriner's parade and alter-
noon football game.
The ransom note,
delivered to William Lucy,
dean of student activities,
stated that Saturday morning
at the Shrine parade more
than 15 cops will be guarding
him. There will be no hope
for release until all the cash
is received.
Project Hope (Health Op-
portunities for People
Everywhere), a national
philanthropy of Phi Mu, will
be the recipient of the ran-
som money. The project con-
ducts health education pro-
grams in one, 32 countries,
trains doctors, nurses and
medical technicians, and
conducts research to find
ways to cut health costs. The
money for this program must
be raised by half-time at the
Saturday football game bet-
ween UMO and UMass.
Sally Martin, a coor-
dinator of the fund raising
project, said "We're holding
him ransom for a total of
S500. A booth has been set
up on second floor in the
Memorial Union lobby
Thursday and Friday to ac-
cept donations. We'll sell a
cup of coke for a free raffle
ticket and we'll sell raffle
tickets for a two foot stuffed
Black Bear," she said.
There will be a drawing
twice a day for gift cer-
tificates to local merchants
such as Pepino's and Pat's
Pizza, Martin said. Dona-
tions will also be accepted
during the parade and in the
football stands.
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Homecoming events
Saturday, Oct. 20 (continued front page I)
1000 a.m. Women's Varsity Field Hockey, Lengyel Field
UMO vs. University of New Brunswick
Men's Varsity Soccer, Alumni Field
UMO vs. University of Vermont
Artisan's Caucus
6th Annual Homecoming Arts & Crafts Fair
Fieldhouse
11:00 a.m. Anah Temple Shrine Parade
11:30 a.m. Alumni Convention Homecoming Luncheon
On the Mall, under the tent
12:45 p.m. Pre-Game Highlights, Alumni Field
1:30 p.m. 1984 Homecoming Fobtball Game
UMO vs. University of Massachusetts
3:30 p.m. Post-game party, Alumni Field—under the tent
4:00-5:00 p.m. Postgame Fraternity, Sorority and
Dormitory parties
6:30 p.m. Student Alumni Association 10th Anniversary
Celebration
York Dining Room
Special Guest: William Johnson..'56, GAA
president
7:00 p.m. College of Engineering and Science
Recognition Banquet
Hilltop Commons-515.00 per person
7:30 p.m. Men's Varsity Hockey
UMO vs. Providence College
Sunday, Oct. 21
Artisans' Caucus
6th Annual Homecoming Arts & Crafts Fair
Fieldhouse
Escape to "The Woods':..
EvergreeApartments—New 1
bedroom fully furnished apartments
with all utilities included.
Whispering Pines—Luxury 2
bedroom condominium townhouses
— conveniently located near campus.
Models open for inspection.
CalI
P.I. Realty Management
942-4815
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• Petition
the public think that the faculty at UMO
is without ethics and excellence. "And
that's just incorrect."
Burke said, "I can assure you there are
more than personal issues involved. "The
University of Maine (at Orono) is not
totally corrupt," he said. "The peti-
tion says the professional standards are
not being applied across the board. If
some professors don't want to par-
ticipate that's fine; but they shouldn't
object to us doing it.
"What's ethical to some is not to
others. Some have to adhere to the
universities set of rules and others do
not. We know this happens and it can't
be this way. Like Jesse Jackson said, 'the
same rules for everybody' it's part of
America.
"If there's nothing there we'll make
(continued from page 1)
fools of ourselves. But if there is
something there things should be in-
teresting."
Lutz said the problem is that whenever
you mention ethics people get the wrong
idea.
"It brings up bad ideas and fears,"
he said. "We're not eager to show dirty
laundry," he said. "We need the cases
to back up our claim that the system we
have now isn't working. There should be
some type of standing committee to hear
complaints and then make recommenda-
tions to the administration. We still feel
the administration has final say.
"I have no doubt that something will
be done—it has to be done. We feel that
we have a solid stand," Lutz said. "We
may lose the fight, but we'll win the bat-
tle. "
Westmarket Square Restaurant and Westmarket Downunder
A UMO Dining Tradition
34 Broad St., Bangor
942-2717
Fine Spirits, Music and Dancing
Tuesday - College 'Sight. 10.". dinner
.4--frirr* discount and Haply!, Hour prices all
night with Colkge
Wednesday 
- Ladies Night. 2 for 1 on
all rail drinks.
Thursday • The Moose Is Loose. Special
price on Moosehead Ale. Moosehead
shirt give away and more.
7tT FT t31137 tw
tIttl99Thqf
Serving limb: 11.5 p.n. Moaday nits Smartly
md dinner 5-9 p.s. Magda" this hedsesilay
5-10 pas !lands> dire Saisrday
4-13 Noah, and Totiwkorf
4-1 Wedatull, thr• Fade/
6-1 ,aterds,
_117tT.
Broadway Shopping Ctr.
Bangor, Me.
945-4252
--"'Crafted Footwear
Invites
UMO alumni and students to
visit our factory outlet store
and SAVE even more with this
coupon
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
$5.00 coupon $5.00
Redeemable for $5.00 off ANY purchase
at Quoddy Crafted Footwear
Broadway Shopping Center
Bangor, Me.
Bangor Store Only $5.00
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Alcohol-related highway deaths
AUGUSTA, (AP) — The number of
alcohol-related highway deaths is up
sharply since Maine's strict drunken-
driving law went on the books three
years ago, and now officials are looking
for more ways to keep drunks off the
road.
Raising the drinking age and even fur-
ther reducing the amount that drivers
can legally drink are two options now
under consideration. "Somewhere along
the line, the so-called tough OUI laws are
not tough enough, or some people ore bill to raise the drinking age from 20 tonot getting the message." said Les 21 will clear the Legislature next year,Hubley, spokesman for the Maine since $2.5 million in federal highwayHighway Safety Committee, funds is riding on its passage.Despite the certainty of jail terms for Gov. Joseph E. Brennan will definitelycriminal convictions for operating under resubmit the age-21 drinking bill, andthe influence, the rate of fatalities instils,- "there may be some modifications anding alcohol has risen from 51.5 percent-
during the first year under the new law
to 57.3 percent, figures compiled by the
committee show.
From October 1981, the first full
month the law was in effect, to
September 1982, 163 people were killed
on Maine highways, and 84 of the deaths
were alcohol-related. During the next 12
months, 204 people were killed, 114 of state is serious about keeping drunks off
them, or 55.8 percent, in OUI accidents, the road, Brennan in February ordered
During the 12 months ending in state police roadblocks on highways
September, 232 people were killed, 133 around the state. The roadblocks are ex-in accidents related to drinking. pected to continue for the forseeable
The highway-safety committee may future, said Hubley
recommend a bill to drop the legal Maine's stiffened drunken-drising law.
blood-alcohol content level from 0.10 became law in September 1981. Statistics
percent to 0.08, Hubley said, suggesting showed a sharp decline in OL:1 deaths
that would provide more of an incentive initially, but the toll has gradually risen,
not to drink and drive, which state officials blame largely on
And he said there is optimism that a problem drinkers who continue driving.
A large number of the fatalities in-
volve drinking motocyclists not wearing
helmets, said Hubley.
Traffic fatalities in the state are in-
creasing overall as a result of other fac-
tors, such as an increase in traffic.
Hubles said, adding that trasel•on thetoughening up" of existing drunken:
driving legislation, said spokesman
David Cheever. The next Legislature will
be seated in December, although debate
will not get under way until January.
Earlier ibis year, the Legislature re-
jected Brennan's proposal to raise the
drinking age.
In an attempt to send a message the
WIGHT SPORTING GOODS
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CLaitibc fkrist
46 Main Street
Orono Mane 04473
Welcome Back
Alumni!
Come to us for all
your floral needs.
Good Luck Bears!!
BEAT UMASS!!
• g • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
•
increase
Maine Turnpike is up 3 million miles so
far this year over the same period last
year.
Some officials are talking about
recommending such measures as a man-
datory seat-belt law to bring the overall
traffic death rate down.
Public Safety Commissioner Arthur
Stilphen said he is disappointed with the
figures, adding it may be time for the
Legislature to "give our enforcement
people greater leverage in the highway
safety area. "
-- -For example, if a mandatory seat bdt
law had been in effect in Maine, I am
convinced that 85 of the 171 people kill-
ed so far would still be alise,
St ilphen said.
Panel questioners chosen
for presidential debate
WASHINGTON tAtt PI—New spersons
Georgie Anne Geyer, Mars in Kalb, Mor-
ton Kondracke and Henry Trewhitt were
chosen Thursday to be the panel of ques-
tioners at Sunday's presidential debate
in Kansas City, Mo.
The League of Women Voters said
neither President Reagan nor his
Democratic challenger, Walter F. Mon-
dale, had veto power in selecting the
panel for their second debate. There was
extensive criticism before the debate on
Oct. 7 because the Reagan- Mondale
camps had rejected nearly 100 jour-
nalists whose names had been submit.
ted for the panel.
Geyer is a syndicated columnist for
Universal Press syndicate, specializing in
international, national and- women',
affairs.
Kalb is chief diplomatic correspon-
dent for NBC News.
Trewhitt is diplomatic correspondent
for the Baltimore Sun,
Welcome Back Alumni & Friends!
Stop in and say HI!
*Pat's still here*
We are now in our 53rd year of
service to UMO.
Degrasse Jewelers
5 Mill St.—Downtown Orono
Fine quality jewelry
for the whole family.
Service is our specialty.
.L 1g,..K._.,„"BUCKZIID,Vinl a VinSLICBIDGER:E=IMX=MODJ*The owner is in the store*
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Actor 'brain-dead' after r***--
accidental shooti▪ ng I
LOS ANGELES (API—Television ac-
tor Jon-Erik Hesum, who accidentally
shot himself in the head with a blank-
loaded pistol, is brain dead and his
organs will be removed for donation, a
coroner's spokesman said Thursday.
"The hospital staff advised as that for
all intents and purposes he is brain
dead," said Philip Spada, senior in-
vestigator for the Los Angeles County's
coroner office. However, he said the ac-
tor had not been formally pronounced
dead.
Hexum has been hospitalized at
Beverly Hills Medical Center since he ac-
cidentally shot himself Oct. 12 with a
.44-caliber Magnum pistol while taping
the "Cover Up" TV series.
A blank round went off, and the wad-
ding packed into the shell struck his right
temple, fracturing his skull.
Hexum's mother requested that her
son's organs be donated to patients in
need of them, Spada said, adding that
the hospital will schedule the time of the
"harvesting of the organs:'
At Beverly Hills Medical Center,
operators refused to forward calls for
comment
Producers were searching for an actor
to replace Hexum in the series, which
also stars Jennifer O'Neill.
"We are looking at new characters,"
producer Harker Wade said. "Don't
know what types. That hasn't been
finalized one way or the other.
Activist warns of dangers
with passage of ERA
PORTLAND (API—Phyllis Schlafly,
the activist credited with helping to
defeat the federal Equal Rights Amend-
ment, told reporters Thursday that the
ERA is "ancient history."
"The tide is running against the
ERA," said Schlafly, who accepted an
invitation from the Maine Christian
Civic League to campaign against the
state ERA proposal on the Nov. 6
referendum ballot. •
"If you care about an election, you
run scared and you do everything you
can," she said.
Schlafly said passage of the Maine
amendment would lead to state-funded
abortions, legitimization of homosexual
marriages, and "unisex insurance" rates
that would prove costly to women.
She expressed concern about the wor-
ding of the proposed amendment,
noting that discrimination on the basis
of sex would be prohibited "in" the state
rather than "by" the state.
Schlafly also criticised the wording of
the ballot question, which asks voters,
"Shall the constitution of Maine be
amended by a resolution of the
Legislature to provide for an Equal
Rights Amendment?"
She said the question should have
been worded to specify that the equal
rights at issue are those based on sex.
This Week's Specials
Busch Bar Bottles 
Budweiser
12 pack
Calvin Coolers  
4-pack
Schwepps mixers
I klet
Bachman Chips  
7 oz
$7.99
plus tax 6 clep
 S5.99
plus tax & Sep
$3.99
Plus tax
  2 for 994
plus tax E. deo
99c
Open: Thursday - Saturday until midnight.
PARTY!!!
Mark Gagnon, Todd Prodente, & Jim Miller
invite all friends, family, acquaintances, co-
workers, and Maine Campus workers to a house
party on Friday night!
To determine what the landmarks are on this map,
We dare you to call this number:
L MO
OUR HOUSE
827-6047
There is a sign on the house
that reads Joseph's Parking
SPECIAL
$1898
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Our Lady of Wisdom Parish
NEWMAN CENTER
College Avenue
(Catholic Parish on campus)
WEEKEND LITVRGIES Saturday 4:30 PM
Sunday 9:30 AM
1115 AM 2
(Neville Nall)
1315 PM
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With the beginning of every new schoolyear comes a personal, internalresolution of change. For the most part,
each individual student returns to campus vowing
that he or she will attend every class, or do their
reading on time.
The 1984-85 school year was being pointed to by
members of the student government administration
last spring as a chance for sweeping change. They
saw an opportunity to start the year with a zero-
base budget, with allocation of funds being
postponed until student government's 528,(00 debt
was. eradicated. In addition with only II returning
senators, the opportunity seemed right__
Wednesday night, the General Student Senate
returned to their morass of debate commonly
known as representing the student body, spending
over an hour discussing the 1984-85 budget before
postponing action on it for one week. Postpone-
ment of the action means, for the eighth con-
secutive week, the 13 boards and committees of
student government have no money with which to
operate.
The majority of the debate Wednesday night
centered on the budget of the individual boards.
Steve Ritzi, student government president, called
the budget "bottom-line," and said anymore cuts
in the budgets would mean cutting services
available to students.
After the discovery of the deficit last spring, the
Executive Budgetary Committee of student govern-
ment met in an emergency marathon session to cut
waste from individual budgets. Some budgets were
cut as much as 40 percent, including Student
Entertainment and Activities, which saw their
budget slashed from $66,290 to $48,002, Senior
Council, which saw theirs cut from $11,000 to$9,300, and the InterDormitory Board whose
budget was reduced from $18,814 to $13,195.
One of the points raised by Lindsay Durnbaugh,
off-campus senator, in discussing IDB's budget,
concerned the $5,870 allocated for movies normally
shown in Little Hall on Thursday nights. Durn-
baugh said he didn't attend the movies, and said
he didn't like spending money for things he
wouldn't attend. Another point raised by. Durn-
baugh concerned the Panhellenic Association. He
said a woman in a sorority, whether she lived on-
or off-campus, would be directly served by threeboards with the coalition between Panhel and the
UMaine Fraternity Board.
BLOOM COUNTY
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Editorial
Missed opportunity
Just managing
DON LINSCOTT
To deny a board a portion of their funding
because a particular student doesn't take advantage
of the services that funding provides is selfish, and
above all ludicrous. The Off-Campus Board budget
provides $6,395 for dinners, dances and Bumstock.
Although in all probability less than 5 percent of
the campus population takes advantage of these
events, should that funding be denied? Of the
nearly 2,700 people who attended SEA's production
of The FIXX, how many were students? if all
those who attended were students, that wound
mean that just over 25 percent of the CSIO
population were there. Does that mean SEA% con-
cert budget, set at $20,000. shoukt_be reeru'eedliy -
75. percent?
Roger Cooper, a graduate student senator, said
"I'm really pretty tired of the way you're (the GSS)
acting here. I'm really embarrassed to be sitting
here listening to this triviality."
Cooper said he thought it was the function of a
university to broaden the horizons of the students,
not limit them because every student didn't
necessarily take part.
lithe General Student Senate feels they must cut
corners so tightly that they cut funds simply
because most students don't benefit, then they are
violating their prime directive. which is serving the
student body. The student government constitution
preamble begins, "To serve the general student
body of the University of Maine ay Orono; by pro-
viding social, cultural and educatiohal programs
and activities to expand, the scope of the educa-
tional experience' By using\their personal interests
to yardstick the allocation of' •the activity fee
then they are violating their cnivp constitution, and
as such, are doing a great disserisice to the entire
student body.
If they are doing a disservice to the student
body, the question of the value of student govern-
ment comes forth. Especially when Rodney Labbe,
graduate student senator and former president of
USM's student government, said "If he (dipper)
thinks that was trivial, he should wait 'til lai -." 
-
The boards probably wouldn't mind. At least
they'd have their money.
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Raccoon hunt
I'm frantic—an absolute mess. My
nerves are shot and my brow is beaten.
Homecoming weekend is here and I have
no raccoon coat.
I've looked high and IOW for a raccoon
coat but they are nowhere to be found.
It was an exhausting search.
Thseems that raccoon coats have gone
out of style. It's sad but true.
I know I caused a great number of
people much confusion in my search but
I refused to give up.
I remember one clerk especially well...
"Hello, I'm looking for a raccoon
coat," I said.
She didn't bother looking up from the
magazine she was reading. Her black,
plastic-rimmed glasses were carefully
balanced on the edge of her long nose.
She was somewhere between 50 and 200
years old. It was difficult to tell. Her per-
fumed smelled as though it had been
fermenting for at least 60 years so I
guessed she was near 60.
"How large is your raccoon, sir?" she
answered in a nasal tone.
"I don't have a raccoon," I said.
"I see, you need a coat for your
friend's raccoon. How large is your
friend's raccoon?" she asked.
"No my friend doesn't have a raccoon
either— "
"It was an agoniz-
ing search and a
total failure. I've
given up and have
__gone to an alter-
native'
Well who's raccoon are you buying
this 'boat for, sir?" she asked and look-
ed up 'for the first time.
"You don't understand. I want a rac-
coon coar,for myself," I said. I was
starting to get frustrated at this point.
"I see," shc. said in a patronizing
mtoangeazaincl e werd\back to reading her
"Well?" I said. Shacould probably tell
I was ripped just by thatone of my yoke
"Do you have any racoon coats or
not?"
si'riM hasybee ar.redyou shouldpeould try the t store,
"What I'm looking for is a coat, my
size, made out of raccoon pelts that I can
wear weekend," Isaid
•
"I'm sorry sir, I can't help you," she
said without sounding sorry at all.
I turned from the counter and walk-
ed through the doors onto the street and
plopped down on the curb.
It was an agonizing search and a total
failure. I've given up and have gone to
an alternative. I've gone from raccoon
pelts to goose pelts.
I'll wear my new Homecoming coat
proudly this weekend. I'm sure you'll be
able to spot me at the football game
be the one in the down jacket.
Don Linscott is a senior journalism
major from Auburn.
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:FRANK HARDING
eyes_ right
Dreaming is free
P
erhaps it's only due to the
political season, but it seems to
have become fashionable to
paraphrase quotes of famous dead peo-
ple. I've missed enough fads in my life,
so I've seized this opportunity to suc-
cumb to fashion. Therefore, I mis-
quote: I had a dream.
We were in a bar one night, five or
six of us, trying to impress one another
with our deep understanding of the
state of current politics. It was an odd
political time. The Republican Party
had just been smoked in the mid-term
Congressional elections; Reagan's
recovery had only just begun and had
gone unnoticed for the most part; and
the president had sunk past Nixon-
levels in the popularity polls. En-
couraged by the state of general disar-
ray in Washington, we were discussing
the 1984 presidential election.
For the sake of more lively discus-
sion, we quickly agreed Reagan could
be beaten, if only the Democratic Par-
ty had the smarts to nominate the right
person. Of course, we were having quite
a time deciding who the right person
was.
Walter Mondale's name was men-
tioned first and sic quickly shot it
down, there was a seemingly endless list
of reasons why he couldn't possibly
win: He was a professioanl politician
who had failed miserably with Jimmy
Carter; he was boring; he'd been runn-
ing for two years already: he was a
Ness Deal Democrat in the 1980s; he
was boring.
Teddy Kennedy prompted lively
debate. We were trying to be objective,
but the Kennedy' question quickly
became a battle between those who
hated the very mention of the words
Hyanisport and camelot, and those
who worshipped the memory of the
dead brothers and hoped Teddy was up
to their snuff.
Then 'the fun really began as we
started to consider the ubiquitous list
of dark horses. Scoop Jackson, Alan
Cranston, Lloyd Benison. We were hav-
ing such a good time.we even laughed
about Jerry Brown's chances. But as we
drank and talked and drank a bit more
my mind began to wander and while
someone prattled on about someone
named Gary Hart I slipped into a
trance, or perhaps an alcoholic daze.
What ever the case. I had my dream.
In the space of a few. seconds, I was
revealed the next two years in American
political history_
"John Glenn." I blurted out
"John Glenn will be the next president
of the United States."
It seemed as if the entire bar fell
silent. Judging from the sour expres-
sions on my friends faces, I might as
well have said that George McGovern
would decide to run again.
But I knew my dream was right and
I hurried to explain. Reagan, we all
knew, had won in 1980 on the strength
of his personality. He personified the
new breed of candidate the political
scientists had warned us media overex-
posure would create: A friendly face
with a nice voice that spoke more Of
nice things than the realities of politics.
verbatim.October 19, 1984.page 2
The Democrats were no fools, they'
would simply find a better face than
Reagan's. They would search through
the party's ranks, find they had no ac-
tor as competent as Reagan and settle
on the next best thing: a resonably at-
tractive national hero. They would
choose the hero of the Gemini pro-
gram, the- man that half of America
mistakenly believed was the first
American in space. The Democrats
would choose John Glenn.
What's more, I told my friends,
Glenn would beat Reagan. They' look-
ed at me skeptically. No, really, I said,
he will win.
I was so sure of my dream that I ask-
ed for pen and paper. On the used
envelope I was given I wrote down my
prediction: John Glenn will be the next
president of the United States. As a
cocky afterthought I included my best
guess of the vote in the Electoral Col-
lege. Then I signed and dated it and,
flushed with confidence in my dream,
bought myself another Bass Ale.
Strange how things turn out
sometimes. Mondale lined up a jugger-
naut of party leaders and special in-
terest endorsments while Glenn hired .
himself a tema of ,ampaign experts
who were such saps they couldn't have
gotten the reincarnation of John F.
Kennedy elected to the local school
board.
I'm reminded of my dream occai-
sionally, most recently just after this
summer's Democratic National Con-
vention when Mondale walked away
with the nomination and John Glenn's
speech wasn't even shown on national
TV. A few days after that fiasco the
friend that had so thoughtfully saved
my Prediction waved the envelope in
front of me with a we-told-you-so smile
on her face.
As much as I hate to admit it, Ihad another dream a few nights
ago. It sounds odd I know, but I
dreamed about the two-party structure.
I dreamed that after the 1984 election,
millions of Americans above the voting
age realized that neither party truly
represented the interests of a majority' 
ofthe electorate, or even a large percen-
tage of it. They realized that they were
only being offered two choices when' 
they'were asked to choose the man who
could pretend to be the most important
man in the world for the next four years
and that all too often, neither option
fit the bill.
And for once, the American public
forgot that they've been told they're an
apethetic people. Just before I woke up,
I dreamed I saw Peter Jennings on TV
one night reporting that 23 percent of
the registered voters polled intended to
vote for third party candidates in the
1988 elections.
I wondered about that last bit as I
awoke, then shook my head and decid-
ed to wonder about it in the morning.
I pulled the blankets higher up on my.
shoulders and settled back to sleep.
The last thing I remember was a vision
of a young woman eating corn on the
cob.
Dreaming is indeed free.
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This is it A London Fog' jacket
that's twice as nice. It's the hottest
new design for the coldest weather.
This jacket looks like two but its real-
ly one. The extra layer adds warmth
And style and great color'. impact.
Fantastic - for looks, in all
-new,1
upbeat color combinations •and for
function, with a deep hood and full
quilted lining. It's a great fashion
statement, good looking and easy to
wear. From the outerwear experts at
Londontown Corporation,
Color: Navy/Red Raspberry lining
Reg. $110.00
NOW JUST
USE YOUR SMILEY'S
CHARGE ACCOUNT'
months to pay with
no interest
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An encore with The Grateful Dead
verbatirn.October 19, 1984.page 31
How
the UMO
community
feels about
the bond
issue
•
t
Paul Van Savage
Freshman, Business
"I'm a freshman and
because I've only been
here a short time I
don't know how well
the University handles
its finances. But after
hearing and reading
more about it, I think
I will vote for it
because the school can
obviously use the
money for some of its
buildings and its
facilities."
Patricia Fttterson
Graduate Student, Plant and
Plant Pathology
"I think all the im-
provements are need-
ed. I've worked in
Hitchner and there's
not enough room in
there...Aubert is fall-
ing down. I had an
office in Aubert last
year that leaked...that
was down near the
chemical engineering
lab which also leaks.
I think that dermate-
ly money needs to be
allocated for that."
The $16.5
million question•
The future of UMaine's budget
may depend on how Maine
voters answer this question
by Ron Gabriel
c
hemical smells permeate the air
throughout the crowded hallways.
Students step around pickled animal parts
sometimes left on cans parked in the halls
due to storage limitations. Experiments
started in one laboratory sometimes must be completedin another, requiring students to leave the lab and addto the congestion in the halls.
Potentially harmful micro-organisms that might
enter the environment are brought to the autoclave
room to be destroyed. The room lies across the hallfrom a teaching laboratory.
' Robert Roxby, chairman of the Department of
Biochemistry, said some materials, including the
microorganisms, "should be separated from where
students are milling around in the hall."
Welcome to Hitchner Hall where $3 million of theproposed $7.5 million allocation to UMO will be used
to modernize laboratory and teaching facilities and toincrease the space available for instruction and
research.
UMO's allocation is part of the $16.5 million Univer-
sity of Maine Capital Facilities Plan that will be
presented to Maine voters as a bond issue at the
November 6 referendum.
The $3 million allocation to Hitchner Hall would
not only correct the hearth and safety hazards of the
crowded building, but would also provide up-to-datefacilities for biological research.
Roxby said the building was designed for bio-
chemistry and microbiology in the 1950's, an age when
experiments were much less hazardous. Experimentstesting the bacteria found in hamburger were much lesshazardous than experiments done today, he said.
During the last 15 years alone, techniques have beendeveloped for isolating and replicating genes and forproducing proteins valuable for agricultural improve-
ment and medical treatment. UMO's laboratories have
not kept pace with these technical advances, affecting
research, teaching and public service.
"You can't have a 1950's building to do 1960's
research," Roxby said. "We feel the routine teachingfacilities should be separated from the labs."
The location of classrooms, offices and research
areas side by side makes the possibility of accidents in
transporting potentially dangerous materials almost in-
evitable. The department is trying to bring its facilities
under national regulations requiring the separation oflaboratory and teaching space, Roxby said.
verbatim.October 19. 1984.page 4
"I don't think we're doing anything we could get
closed down for, but it's not optimum," he said.
The upgrading of biological research facilities will
enable UMO to become and remain competOve with
other universities and colleges in attracting talented
students and qualified faculty.
"We have a good undergraduate program, but it isn't
widely recognized as yet. In order to keep that program
developing, we are going to have to attract new faculty
into microbiology," Roxby said. "If we don't invest
in facilities and people, we will inevitably fall
behind."
The program now has good faculty and is "more
than competitive," but needs to plan for the future,
Roxby said.
"In order to get first-class faculty to come here, onehave to have new facilities," he said. "A lot of peo- /
ple won't come unless they see some level of commit.'
ment by the state and the university."
The departments of biochemistry, botany and plant
pathology, entomology, microbiology and animal and
veterinary sciences would all benefit form an expan-
sion of facilities and a reallocation of laboratory and
office space.
Departments such as animal and veterinary sciences
whose office and laboratory space is now divided
among different buildings would be able to centralize
research and personnel.
"It is an enormous handicap to not have things ar-
ranged in a way that facilitates research," Roxby
said. "The facilities we have make it inconvenient todo certain experiments. There is no central area for
equipment the way the building is built."
In addition to space limitations, the ventilation "is
and always has been a disaster," Roxby said.
Fume hoods are improperly vented, causing the in-
take to suck back in the exhaust fumes. Laboratorydrains "would fail a modern plumbing inspection"because the traps are faulty, he said, adding that
Maine's attractiveness as a potential site forbiotechnology- industries would increase if the proposedbond passes.
"An initial investment pays for itself—it attracts
technologies to benefit from being near a good univer-
sity," he said. "At the moment our program is notdeep enough to provide the resource that is needed to
attract industry."
By providing a larger building and ultimately a largerfaculty, the bond would be a "step in the right direc-
tion in establishing a local competence in thistechnology," he said. "A state that halt of which is
covered by. trees needs to have a good program in
molecular biology."
UMO President Arthur Johnson said the CapitalFacilities Plan, which the Legislature approvedfor bonding in early September, is important if theOrono campus is to get money from the Legislaturein the future
"If we don't get support on the bond issue, thelegislature may take it as an indication that the people
of Maine really aren't interested in higher educa-
tion," Johnson said.
The bond issue requests money for high priorityitems and additional money will be needed from thelegislature later, he said. "It will take more than just
the bond issue, but that's the first step."
A package including monetary requests for health
and safety improvments, research, and increased opera-
tional money for departments will be presented to thelegislature in January and support of the package maybe related to the bond's passage, he said. "The bondissue is a real test of interest in Maine for a first classinstitution. It *really testing Maine people's sentiments
of the importance of the university to them."
In addition to the Hitchner Hall improvements,
Johnson said the bond issue is important to test
whether the Orono campus is going to adequately sup-
port the pulp and paper and chemical engineering
programs.
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"I believe this money
is going to good use
because I have alot to
do with the pulp and
paper foundation and I
know Jenness does
need some money. The
Pulp and Paper Foun-
dation is well know
within the State. There
are alot of places that
do need renovating...we
just need whatever we
can get, anything
would be good."
Scott
Chemical Rita Cliesley
Secretary
"For one thing the
university hasn't had a
major construction
program for over ten
years . The addition to
Jenness Hall is very
important to the
University and to the
state of Maine because
it will allow for some
equipment to be in-
stalled and used in that
building where now
they're not able
to use it properly
where it is situated in
Aubert Hall."
Larry Myers
Junior, Electrical Engineering
"I'm wondering why
none of this money is
going to the Depart-
ment of, Engineering
and Sciences. I think it
should be evenly
distributed through all
of the different col-
leges and departments
here."
Jenness Hall, the chemical engineering building,
would receive S3 million for expansion and im-
provements. The nulp and paper industry offered to
furnish the expansion with equipment to cost more
than S1.5 million. Isar Stockel, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Chemical Engineering, said due to space
limitations, new equipment already donated by the pulp
and paper industry goes unused and must be stored
in the basement of Aubert Hall. The money would
allow paper making machinery to be moved out of the
basement, leaving the vacated area for expansion of
the departments of chemistry and civil engineering.
Many chemical processes require 2010 30 foot long
equipment that will not fit in existing facilities, he said.
"It's a shape problem—we need a lot of high bay space
to accommodate the shape of the new equipment."
Paper-making machines require space for plumbing
beneath them, but space limitations hinder operations.
"NW sometimes need auxiliary vacuum equipment
to clean the machine, but we just don't have space
around the machine to use the equipment so we're leav-
ing it in the parking lot between Aubert and the music
department," Stockel said.
The machinery would be moved to a second level in
the proposed expansion where water and fiber could
be properly handled and additional equipment stored,
he said.
In addition to equipment space limitations that
hinder the chemical engineering department from us-
ing the modern equipment they already have, the
his in Hitchner Hall whidi are potentiall) dangerous could be easily remedied
ue is Passed. (Hawkins Photo)
department is running out of laboratory space to do
sponsored research, Stockel said.
A new threat—the aggressive recruiting of students
by southern schools with new pulp and paper
programs—may pull the paper industries' money for
equipment and research to the South where trees gross
more rapidly and schools are catering to the industry.
Until recently, UMO was the only school that fo-
cused on training in chemical engineering while expos-
ing students to the pulp and paper industry, Stockel
said. Most other schools' pulp and paper training was
done in their forestry department.
Now some Southern engineering schools, such as
Georgia Tech, are also starting pulp and paper pro-
grams in their chemical engineering departments, he
said. "While we were in a unique position before and
the industry recognized it, we now have competi-
tion.',
Faculty and students at UMO have a high con-
sciousness of and interest in pulp and paper, "therefore
the industry comes here," Stockel said. But if other
schools put more funds into their program, the industry
and its money for equipment and research may also go.
"We're going to have to respond to that competition,
or wc are going to change in the roll we play," he
said.
If the bond doesn't pass, the department's research
and importance in view of the pulp and paper industry
would diminish, he said.
Senator Kenneth Hayes D-Veazie, a primary
legislative sponsor of the bond issue, said a possible
roadblock to the bond's passage would be voters with
negative attitudes toward the university, or voters who
don't believe the university offers them anything.
Many people don't have children attending the
university, "so it's very difficult for them to give their
support if they don't see any direct benefits," Hayes
said. "Even if they don't have any children going to
the university, it's important that they see the univer-
sity's contributions to the state," Hayes said. "It's
something the average guy on the street doesn't realize
and really needs to be communicated to people"
Outreach programs and the cooperative extension
program can lead to better quality potatos and blueber-
ries, and fisheries, he said. "People-don't realize how
important this research is to their working lives."
Renovations to Aubert Hall, Alumni Hall and the
Memorial Gym to cost S600,000, 5500,000 and
5400,000 respectively are also included in the bond
issue .
Aging equipment, increased numbers of students
and changes in the field of chemistry have created ven-
tilation problems in Aubert Hall. Laboratory ex-
periments were less complex and less students were
enrolled 25 years ago when the laboratory exhaust
system was installed.
Unless the university corrects potentially serious
safety problems posed by the exhaust system— in-
cluding student exposure to toxic materials and corro-
sion of equipment by chemical vapors, "it will have
to curtail chemical laboratory experimentation, caus-
ing a down grading of academic programs and research
activity': a newsletter from Chancellor Patrick
McCarthy said.
Conversion of Maine Public Broadcasting Facilities
in Alumni Hall to administrative offices would alloss.
staff members to be located in the same building as
the president and vice presidents when MPBN moves
to the Bangor Community College campus next year.
The move would relieve space problems in academic
buildings where some administrators have their offices.
Renovations to the Memorial Gymnasium would
convert a gymnastics room into offices and meeting
rooms. The gynrnasium now has no classrooms for
team meetings and no conference rooms.
The bond issue is important for making im-
provements "before we get priced out of the
market," Roxby said. "If it doesn't pass we would
muddle along the best way we can, but I think people
would be making a serious mistake"
Hayes said if voters don't pass the bond issue the
modernization of the university will suffer.
"It would be a message to the Legislature that peo-
ple are not supportive of higher education," he said.
"It would cloud the future growth of the university.
If we fail to accept this challenge, we will find ourselves
in the backwash of modern technology "
The breakdown
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
Academic Computing tall campuses) S3,00041.
GUSTA
Addition to Jewett Auditorium
Farm House Addition
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s/Ceramics Renovations
ording Studio Remodeling
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r Recreation
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David Rube's play "Sticks and Bones," is a
masterpiece. The Maine Masque production play-
ing now through the 21st, gives us some glimpses
of his skill despite obscuring the power of his work.
"Sticks and Bones," is a daring step for Maine
Masque, although it earned a Tony award in 1972
as the best play on Broadway, its' subject and treat-
ment are still controversial. The play is a chamber
piece set in a normal American home in the late six-
ties. Ostensibly, it concerns the integration of the
returning Vet into American life. Actually, it con-
cerns the disintegraton of the myths of American
life by that war and symbolizes very effectively our
nations' effort to heal itself from the trauma of the
sixties. This production took the narrow stew of
these concerns which in effect, cut the play loose
from its' more universal themes and defined it as
a sixties anti-war piece.
Despite this quibble, this production has much to
commend to the audience. The portrayal of the key
character, David, by Bruce Johnson was stunning.
He brought complete mastery to the difficult role
of the blinded veteran returned home with a ship-
ping reciept. With careful craft he formed the soul
BETTE WW
artyf acts
'Sticks and Bondl-Athe exorcism
of an American family
"Sticks and Bones" written by David Rabe; directed M Barr. hams Starrm4 Harlan Baler. JohannaWhitmore. Kurt Anderson. Bruce Johnson. Eleanor ,Guttre. Lam littera. and Greg Harrow
of this zotif- ,sex: :71.3::53 a stillness which
was the zehter rye 7:ay
The charac•:er a.r.g. a sNad,-.. a ghost of David's
Vietnamese los w was '‘ef: bekind-wasdirected
with artistry. STe fats
visibly ins isible iike smoke
curling around the family: a
symbol of his memories that
keep David apart. The
lighting of this character was „...
critical to her beliesability'
and very well planned. She
was acted with great grace
and control by Eleanor
Gulick.
In contrast to these
characters the ensemble
work of the rest of the fami-
ly was flawed. The power of
this play rests in the "sit-
com- believability of this
family. Even their names
belie this: Ozzie, Harriet,
David and Rick are all taken
Discount Beverages, Inc.
7 Oak St.—Downtown Orono-866-7711
Large Selection of:
Wine Coolers
Beer
Wine & Champagne at Discount
Prices
Soda & Munchies
Busch
Bar Bottles
Michelob
6-pack
Heineken
6-pack
$8.79
plus tax & dep.
$3.39
plus tax & dep.
$4.75
plus tax & dep.
Super Special! Buy below wholesale!Coke, Tab, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Sunkist &
Seagram's Ginger Ale
$6.00 case
plus tax & dep
•Special VCR rental Sun.—Thurs.$5 per night with rental of two or
more movies.
•Tapes—$2.50 per night—$1 each
additional night.
•Tape selection changes every Wed.
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from the familiar television show of the fifties, in
which we saw the universally understood myth of
the happy American family.
In this production all we see is one very wacky
family. We are told by Ozzie what Rick is in the play,
"all lies and music", but the actor never shows us.
Kurt Anderson never makes Rick into anything more
than a throwaway cartoon cutout.
The character of Harriet played by Johanna Whit-
more never achieved the bearing, inflection or
spiritual weight of a woman who has bourne
childern. Her pitch and tempo started out so high
and fast, she couldn't go anywhere. Their combin-
ed performances defeated the show with a mood of
overbearing hysteria which was exhausting and even
Harlan Baker's great, multi-faceted performance of
Ozzie couldn't save- '
The climax, the exorcism
of this American family, was
diminished because the fran-
tic pacing left the audience
drained and distracted in the
middle of the second act.
Johanna Whitmore and Kurt
I Anderson never slowed down
enough to save their
. characters from becoming
• charicatures which trivalized
a 'good ending and distanc-
ed us from the play. The
outstanding performance of
Bruce Johnson was not
enough to save "Sticks and
Bones" from slipping from
its potential rank as a great
tragedy to its standing here
  as a weird farce.
Med Urgent Care Now
CERTIFIED FAMILY PHYSICIANS TREATING ALL AGES • NO APPOINTMENT NEEDEDMINIMAL OR NO WAITING • OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVERY EVENING365 DAYS X-RAY EKG LAB AND FUNCTION
-TESTING
2 MINUTE DRIVE FROM CAMPUS
TREATING
FRACTURES • SPRAINS • MINOR SURGERYMEDICAL • EMOTIONAL • PHYSICALSACCIDENTS • WORKMAN'S COMP • DIAGNOSTIC
VISA. MASTERCARD. CHECK OR CASH ACCEPTEDINSURANCE FORMS PREPARED FOR YOU AT NO CHARGEPAYMENT AT TIME OF SERVICE A-LOWS REASONABLE FEES303 MAIN STREET, ORONO 866-5561
THE PHENIX INN
BANGOR, MAINE
MAINE'S FINEST DOWNTOWN HOTEL
The Phenix Inn was created from the rehabilitation of an 1873 NationalHistoric Property. It is located in the famous West Market Square Block ofdowntown Bangor. Working within the character of an old commercial buildingwe base given you quality, comfortable rooms in the heart of an old and historiccity.
From the leather furniture of our lobbs to the solid mahogany beds of yourroom, the ambiance of the Phenix is definately Old World.
IN-HOUSE BREAKFAST ROOM
EASY WALKING TO BUSINESS
DISTRICT, RESTAURANTS, AND SHOPS
PARKING REAR OF BUILDING
WESTMARKET SQUARE
, BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 947-3850
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BAFtNABY THOMAS
the vinyl solution
the Db's
Like This
Reaniville Records
Judging books by covers has always beendangerous and likewise record albums by album
covers. Still there are always the exceptions.
The Db's give fair
warning with an
album cover that
smacks of 1960s
minimalist rock. A
green, pink and
black kodalithed
cover of 25
photographs of the
band and individual
members. Inside is
It cuts of 1980s
street smarts fleshed out with 1960s harmonies and
guitarwork. Like Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers,
the Db's take the best influences of the '60s (or
perhaps of all-time) and leave out the excesses of
"the BIG THOUGHT" and "man" as a mark of
puncuat ion.
Peter Holsapple (rhythm guitarist/lead vocalist)
sings with an innocent's knowingness and Gene
Holder (lead guitar/bass) with Will Rigby
(drums/vocals) provide the reserved strength that
ell
helps pulll off the best album around.
, "Love is for Lovers" is what rock/pop should have
and should be, namely, accessable without plung-ing headlong into predictable chord and insipid
lyrics. The sparse arrangemnet makes it an instant
classic_
"She Got Soul" is a bit of tight, white soul music
wherein Holsapple disscusses a certain woman's
pluses and minuses and ends up with "she's go soul
...but I don't know ...."
"Spitting in the Wind is reminiscent of the
Standells ("Dirty Water," "Rani") with beautiful
Ventures guitar licks and arpeggios. Farfisia organ
chords again give it the stamp of 'classic' approval.
"Lonely Is (as Lonely Does)" is the hit on the
album. It is a perfectly crafted bit of rock/pop with
a hummable melody and a sing-a-long chorus. Syn-
thesizers in violin mode and sparingly placed guitar
chords help define the aural edges.
The album is rounded out by seven nearly great
songs: "Not Cool" a choppy rave-up, "Amplifier"
a country-rib stomp about break-up, "A Spy in the
House of Love" a '60s white funk piece,
"Rendezuous" a stark commentary on life after the
"King" (Elvis) has died, "New Gun In Town,"
and "On the Battlefront" a raga-like dirge on the
uselessness of war.
"White Train" closes the album. Oddly, it is an
almost straight countryblues number about life be-
ing a train ride with people getting on and off, talk-
Homecoming Weekend
Planetarium Shows
The Loneliness Factor:
Searching for Life in Space
Sat. 7:00 p.m.
The Lotherness Factor eaarn.aS the reasonesp andrthe thensocts Ca, search ,Or ET n a way1'at s entertathes; and reterestrng 'or the wee. tar., Conte warn elm us pers.-1.N Sat urcIao
no9"1
Telescope Night
Sat. 8:00 p.m., weather permitting
Telescope Nignt starts al the Praesearruth ur lie a Preseetel.` on the Tu51015 re,d lee use citelescopes Ithe auchence is Man escorted to inn USSO observe., for a look tnrour en err?,
ncv themele, relractOr leieSCOpe al tea sa, cows
Admission 81.00 students, 82.00 regular
Reservations and information:581-1341
olarelarium 2110 F100, '04,ngale tall
No rate acenrssons
Dr. Record's
Homecoming
Record Trade-in Sale!
20 Main Street Bring us'any used LP, and receive
Orono $1.00 off the already low price of
any new record or cassette in the store!
That brings the price of $8.98 list LP's
down to and incredible $6.49! It can't
last forever, so hurry down.
Mr. Fix-it says bring this ad in and
receive a coupon worth $5.00 off any
turntable or cassette deck repair.
7ae/
er.rnt-
ing, passing time, waitin4 for the "destination" when
the most important part of life is slipping wasy with
every passing moment.
Remember: the Db's are influenced, but notdirivative of the '60s. There is a difference. -
Devo
SHOUT
(Wilmer Bros.)
The boys from Spudland are reincarnated this
time in light, bright, nuclear green, Chinese-
American friendship suits. Still, be assured that theyhave not changed
dramaticly.
A full one third
of this album con-
tains cuts that are
interchangable with
any cut from any
other Dew album.
There are excep-
tions:,"Shout," the
title cut, is a cor-
porate anthem rock
piece complete with rousing bugle call. 'The 4th
Dimension" is a slow song with almost human
vocals, a "wo-wo-hoo" background vocal response
and even a half-time version of the "Day Tripper"
guitar riff. "Jurisdiction of Love" shows an excur-
sion into techno-funk and done with mature vigor.
Which brings us to the standout, a cover of Jimi
Hendrix's "Are You Experienced?." In the begin-
ing, De.) captured the public's eye and ear with their
cover of the Rolling Stones' "Satisfaction." It
was different, really different. It worked. "Are You
Experienced" is only slightly different so it only
slightly works, still it is the standout of the album.
All in all, Peso seems to be betting on a more
human sound to increase their following. Problem:
it was the inhumanity of "Satisfaction" that made
their version work, with the halfway approach on
"Are You Experienced?" this album may not appeal
to either the hardened fan or the chance listener.
Yianni's
Pizza & Pub
University Mall, Orono
827-5421
Welcomes
All Alumni & Friends to Orono
Join us for
$2.00 pitcher of
Busch, Budweiser, Miller
with any large pizza
Good Luck Bears!
Beat UMass!!!
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Yam,
These last two weeks have definately
been the best. I guess 'it must have been
he roses: So hang in there, it can only get
better, and let's have a great weekend and
you can'pass out on my couch' again.
Love
The bald sailor
2 Tammy from us:
You're a friend
whom we don't want to let go
so when you're angry
please say so.
• Anger we can handle
silence we cannot:
So please talk to us
You mean alot!
Friends
CPS-
Do you know how happy you've made
—4rne this past year? Mega lots! Happy An-
hiversary! I lint you!
Kel
Wanted:
Nernhers for mate of Lonely Hearts Club.
Contact Captain Obnoxious or Keith the
Chief of Hot Tubs. AG R. 4169
lean:
Have a Happy Halloween and vote for
he Democrat of your choice.
Lots of Love,
The Mystic
Stacey and )ohn,
I'm so lucky to have friends like you
I really appreciate all that you do for me.
You're the balls-day.
Your Buddy, Pep
The past months we've shared can't
imply be expressed in words. You mean
snore to me than they'll ever say.
Personals
Deb Forster,
You're a super pledge! Keep up the good
work and let's get "fulminated" this
weekend!
Delta Love, Mom
Christie,
WHAAA!!! We've missed you lots hut
we're wicked glad that you're back.
Love ya,
Pep and Stace
Little Guy,
Hope this one is better than the last
one. You've got the luck of the Irish, and
me behind you!
Love, Big Guy
Hi Christie,
Welcome back bear! OTIS! This one's
for you too, and lust for the record,
Bakes
To all the MUM- boys I've loved before—
thanks for the Laughs—maybe some day
I'll And a real man.
The Miniature
Maneater
Pep.
It's good to have my roommate back to
normal. I'm really glad you stayed. We're
psychea!!!
Love ya, Stac!
We're anxiously awaiting the A.G.L.
BASH! Hope it's SOON...for your sake!
We love you, 3 & B.
WHY PAY FULL RETAIL?
Save on men's and women's Timberland
boots, handsewns, and boat shoes in
factory seconds that are second to none.
TiMberiand
factory outlets
Mid
-Mall, 41 Bangor Mall Blvd., Bangor. Maine
207-942- SSIsl
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Lone Ranger and Tonto,
Don't forget those nights doing the
Fleming and beautifying the ranger.
CELEBRATE GOOD TIMES!!
Love, US
Pinstripes
Happy 20th, I hope you're ready to
celebrate this weekend! Remember what
you've always wanted!!
Love always,
A Skiing Romantic
.Poochte,
3 more days until our first anniversary,
_and the best year of my life, lone you!
LA., HoneyP.
Come here, closer. Cannot wait for
March Break.
Hero
Munch!
Happy (Si 9/23.44/. Best of my life.
Fun times in 128! DcRosa? Pionere? Nab!
Kennebunkport? Yaaah!! 1st party cops
and landlord_ Still on the move! Mr.
Hand, twins, Mr. Dink & Virgina. Sick on
the rug?
Love you mega
Mr. Hand
1„
WOW! I can hardly believe it—one year
of near perfection! Thanks for all the
good times, your love, hugs, kisses. I love
you . and look forward to many more.
hl.
Dave.
5..• hat's Happenin'! Doan doo undadan
dub Indish Danedwidge? Di dint Di may
dite no cebn mo dan boo Donets! (But
there's no such thing as a Blue Pony!)
Love, Leese
(alias Buckwheat)
Pocky Bear,
" "Ya can't start a fire without a
spark..7I'm psyched to see my First hockey
game, you're al on the ice and off. Don't
forget the crazy glue option, olt?Seulment
toi et moi—c'est magnifique!
Aver amour, Jo
Party • Tonight. See display ad on page 5.
Jim • Your cat is a whimp!
Todd • Where did you get ae signs!?
E • Eat "7!; and go comas
DGC,
We're almost there! I can't wait until
May 18th when we finally become official
roommates. Happy Halloween,
Sweetheart'
RLIV1
To the slacks in Apt. 12,
Happy Halloween. Get psyched for
Sour Hour!
Love, C.C.
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulation requires that you verify your
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been arrangedfor your convenience during the week of October 22 - 26
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Registrar's Office, Wingate Hall
Bangor Community College
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Center for Student Services Offic BCC Student Union
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Buckshot,
Either I get my vr!! recommendation
soon or you get beamed into a brick wall!!
Captain of the
Enterprise
To Delta Sisters & Pledges,
You guys are the greatest! Get psyched
for homecoming!
LAW ya, Becky B.
H.B.
Miss you this weekend.
Low you.
SIL
Georgie Porgie, puddin' and pie,
Kissed Andrea and made her sigh_
Today we've been together for a
year,
with many more to come, it's
clear.
Happy anniversary!
Love you
Pandi
Hey Weasel,
Thanks for being my best friend. Never
forget all the bake-offs, smoking in the
trees, rum bowls, the pit party, being
paralized, leaving my namesake on the in-
terstate, thinking up one-liners, looking
for a real man (do they' really mist% mun-
ching out, bullshit sessions, eminence
front, "I'll quit tomorrow?' etc. I'll never
forget you or living on the ceiling at
UMO.
Your squirrel forever
Hi "Curie",
County girls sure know what they're
talking about! Break was GREAT!
Loved getting up latr.
love you! "Kiddo"
Scott. 
-
R.C.B.—the start of something great—
Happy six months Bar Harbor onSunday?
Love
your Boston Baby
Something,
"Hello" Do my eyes look blue? Stuck
on you. Remember: Miss'n you—miles
away, the beach, your town. 74 MPH—
Do I have to tall Dad!? When I need you
time for a trim. Mike Hunt, doing 
Si,
thEi
bedpost, shower time! hat? M
WRONG? So Special!
Love Nothing
My Busy Copyeditor:
I can't wait to spend our days endless.
ly cuddling. I love you infinitely.
Your Lit* C.B.
HELP! SAVE ME! Bananas
If you ever want to sec the bear
again, Phi Mu
Don't leave Bananas HOPEless...
Phi Mu
Coach.
Congratulations on a great season with
many more to come!
Love Always,
Your Favorite Far
To Snow White,
Aren't you glad you bit the apple?
Single again—watch out UMO!
Dopey and Sleepy
RAT
Blowing me off again, huh? Remember
"They shot him!". Grill, Gloria, 45 min.
cassettes, Pierrot. 5 hour road trip, Lionel,
Little Bo Pero "Mom says.:
Your Favorite Pain
MN,
Over I year, the best year. From
Katadin, to Aradia. to Mt. Washington,
to 2' i hour road trips in the summer, to
the Pink Palace. Thanks for all the sodas 
wardrobe changes, champagne. treats, and
wild times. Give it hell. You're very special.
ILSM-- MADLY
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Response
when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and com-
mentaries. Letters,sbould be 300 words or less; commentaries
.hould be about 450 words. Anonymous letters and commen-
taries are welcolhe , but names will be withheld from publica-tion only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for length,
lave and libel.
Editorial 'red baiting'
was irresponsible
To the editor:
One of the worst examples of
political editorial writing ap-
-peered in the Maine Campus
(10-12-84), under the title
"United States of Russia." If
the writer wishes to ctiticize the
way voter registration was
handled at the Democratic
table, that is one thing, but to
use "Red Baiting" against
Walter Mondale and the
Democratic Party is
irresponsible
I am referring to such
nonsense as, "Members of the
local Democratic Party borrow
ed a page out of Stalin's
notebook," or "UMO voters
got a glimpse of why Mondale
got the communist's sup-
port!' I thought that kind of
thing died with _foe McCarthy.
I would like to set the record
straight on the issue of voter
registration. Having served
three terms in the Maine House
of Representatives I have seen
hoc the Republican Party has
dealt with the issue of voter
registration.
Maine has some of the most
liberal requirements for register-
ing to vote. Maine has been in
the forefront of making the pro-
cess for registering new voters as
simple as possible In part this
is due to election day voter
registration. For the past three
sessions of the Maine State
Legislature the Republican Par-
ty has sought repeatedly to
repeal election day voter
registration. When legislation
was offered to allow Boards of
Registration in large cities to
deputize registrars and thus
make it easier to register new
voters, the Republican party
killed the bill in the Maine state
Senate in 1981. I went personal-
ly to Sen. Richard Pierce and
pleaded with him to let the bill
go through the senate. He was
quite frank. "We don't like the
bill. It will help Democrats!'
The bill that wouid place party
enrollments on the same cards
as voter application was killed -
that year in the Maine Senate
for the same reasons. Since the
Democrats took control of the
Maine Senate both of the above
bills have become law.
I mention all this, because be-
ing a full-time graduate student
on this campus. I am concern-
ed that the campus newspaper
will indulge in irresponsible
red-baiting to attack the
Democratic Party. Our record in
the Maine legislature on the
issue of voter registration
speaks for itself.
—Harlan Baker
Orono
\foil KNoW Me.
I WaNT PRo5PeRiTY.
BUT I'm
NOT OLL
guf351aNCe.
I Love
Peace.
I HaTe
WaR.
• I Have
CHaRigma, Tao.
CoMege Press Servce
I1F-j14.6‘#
PCCKS, ieric
1.4EId b• Nita
Tell the campus what's
on your mind. Write 'To
the editor,' Suite 7A
Lord Hall
Commentary
There are certain things that one is forced togo through in life that can be described asnothing more than a royal pain in the ass.
Everyone knows what they are. The little things
You have to do and put up with. The things to which
you reply, "Oh well.., just grin and bear it."
The first and foremost is of course getting out of
bed in the morning. Especially at this time of the
yeai when you know the floor is going to be cold,
and your first reaction to touching it will be to leap
onto the chair, but you also know that you won't
have the energy to make it.
Next comes the shower. If you're still half asleep,
and aren't thinking enough to get out of the way,
that first blast of ice-cold water can be devastating.
Then there's breakfast. Unlike home (if you live
in a dorm) it's not just a simple walk down to the
kitchen. For most of us it means actually having to
go outside to get there Quite a rude way to find out
how cold ills
If You're truly unfortunate, breakfast is followed
by the dreaded eight o-clock class. 50 minutes of
Grin and bear it
struggling to keep your eyes open, trying desperately
to pay attention.
After that, the rest of the day can proceed rather
pleasantly (unless you have an exam). By then your
awake and you've put one class behind you. But then
on comes the evening.
As the sun begins to set, one must begin to think
about going to dinner. And if one has to eat in a
cafeteria, getting up the courage to go takes a
tremendous amount of intestinal fortitude But once
you get there, the worst part (aside from the food)
is getting up to leave.
After lingering over your fourth of fifth cup of
coffee you realize that eventually you'll have to go
back and study.
Of course, if you plan it right you can spend an
hour watching the local and national news. But then
with the quality of television news these days that
can be pretty tough to take
Then, the inevitable The time will come when you
have no choice but to sit down behind your desk
and open a book. Then for an hour or two you read
Stephen R. Macklin
and fight off thoughts of going to the Den for a cou-
ple of beers or going into town for six or seven and
a Pat's pizza.
After a couple hours of this, depending on your
stamina, it becomes necessary to kill time until you
decide to go to bed.
Killing time can be an unbearable task, or a lot
of fun. For instance, you can go to the Den for those
couple of beers or into Orono for the six and a piz-
za. Or you can gather a few friends and make ea
attempt at having a serious intellectual discussion.
However, since they are probably just killing time
as well, it probably won't be that much tun.
Finally, bed time arrives. A pleasant task indeed.
But before you can even begin to enjoy it there is
one more odious task to be done. Perhaps the most
painful and disgusting act you will perform in an
average day. Before you get into bed, you have to
set your alarm clock for the next morning, when it
starts all over again.
"Oh well.., just grin and bear it."
8 The Dolly Maine Campus. Friday, October 19, 1984.
Class of 1984 to give
-elect for Memorial Union
by John Strange
Staff Writer
The class of 1984 will donate a clock
to the university this fall, said Class
President Becky Wyke.
The clock will be installed over the
door of the Memorial Union, between
the second and third floor windows, said
Wyke.
The clock, which costs about 52,500,
resembles the one at the Field House,
Wyke said. It will have a stainless steel
face and the Union's brick wall as a
background. The numbers and the
clock's works will be imbedded into the
wall.
During Homecoming Weekend, a
banner will hang where the clock will be,
Wyke said. On the banner will be a pic-
ture of the clock and the words: "The
clock - coming soon to a Union near
you. The class of 1984."
Wyke said the class voted for gift ideas
last year, and the clock project was
Cunningham's
Florist
485 Stillwater Aim, Old limn
827-7721
We've got the right
flowers for any
occasion!
Good Luck Bears!
*Ilti Ranger
selected because of "financial feasibili-
ty. " A facililties management commit-
tee approved the idea.
Wyke noted that a plaque reading
"The Class of 1984" should be installed
under the clock. She said that she ex-
pects approval of the addition from the
committee.
Tom Cole, director of facilities
management, said that he is in charge of
installing the clock. He said that there
is no way of predicting exactly when the
clock will be installed because it has not
arrived. Weather is also a factor, he said.
Wyke said that the funds for the clock .
came from last year's Senior Celebra-
tion. Proceeds from ticket and alcohol
sales were set aside for the gift, she said.
This will be the third class gift in three
years. The 1982 class donated the large
white directory signs seen about the cam-
pus. The class of 1983 donated the large
blue "M" painted on the Field House.
ZOOLOGY
Junior English
Proficiency Exam
Monday, Oct. 22
7:00 PM
102 Murray Hall
Required for Graduation,
All Zoology
(and Biology A&S)
Juniors
must take this exam!
_Mt
Bring this ad and get 10% off
any of these 4 packages
between Oct. 19 and Oct. 30.
K2 282
Salomon 647
K2 Poles
Professional
Mounting
Tune & Wax
Engrave
Package Price
Save $14700
Rossignol
Advantage
Salomon 326
Tecno Poles
Professional
Mounting
Tune & Wax
Engrave
Package Price
Save $120.00
$230.00
$114.95
$30.00
$15.00
$5.00
$5.00
$399.95
$254.95
Elan 530
Salomon 326
Heierlig Cobra
Techo Poles
Professional
Mounting
Tune & Wax
Engrave
Package Price
Save $175.00
$195.00
$79.95
$120.00
$25.00
$15.00
$5.00
$5.00
$444.95
$269.95
Rossignol SMC $245.00
$190.00 Salomon 647 $114.95
$77.95 Reflex SMC $32.00
$25.00 Professional
Mounting $15.00
$15.00 Tune & Wax $5.00
$5.00 Engrave $5.00
$5.00 $416.95
$319.95 Package Price $269.95
$199.95 Save $147.00
Maine Square Hogan Road
Bangor, Maine
Hours: open daily 10 • 6. Open Friday till 9.
Closed Sunday
•:" -
* Greek Beat *
Here comes Homecoming .
weekend! Have you ever been to a •
balloon derby? Now's your chance
as Alpha Chi Omega sponsors
their third annual balloon derby at
halftime this Saturday. Buy a raf-
fle ticket from a sister, you might
win a $50 gift certificate! All pro-
ceeds benefit Easter Seals.
Alpha Omicron Pi is psyched to
welcome back all their alumni
from near and far. Hope to see
everyone at the game.
The sisters of Alpha Phi
welcome everyone back from break
and hope that one and all had a
blast.
Chi Omega ushers in
Homecoming weekend and con-
gratulations to Lee Pillsbury and
Patty Keith for their nomination to
homecoming court. Good luck to
both!
'Delta Delta Delta will be hosting
a post-game welcome home wine
and cheese party for all their alum-
ni Saturday afternoon in their
room. The sisters support the
Bears in their game against
UMass. All of Phi Mu had a great
break ahd expect an equally great
homecoming weekend. Best of
luck to Maine.
Following this Saturday's game,
Pi Beta Phi will host a buffet
4.0ETT .
,t)
!II
._..reception in then room in
Somerset Hall. All alumni and
relatives of the sisters are welcome!
Sigma Kappa wraps it all up
with a warm welcome back from
break to everyone. Have a terrific
and safe homecoming weekend
and go Maine go!
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Tau Ep-
silon Phi will kick off the greek
bottle drive by collecting bottles
and cans at the tailgate party this
Saturday. TEP recently was award-
ed best chapter by their national.
The TEP boys look forward to the
best homecoming ever. Their
alumni will be treated to a lobster
dinner and after-game party. Sig
Ep will welcome their alums back
in style with their annual alumni
semi-formal.
Alpha Tau Omega is looking
forward to their biggest
Homecoming ever. The Taus will
be entertaining over 100 alumni
this weekend as their house cor-
poration makes a big push for
donations. Evidence of this can
already be seen, as their alumni
association has made more than
$12,000 worth of renovations to
their house.
The UMFB United Way bottle
drive will be Sunday, Oct. 28 from
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. so save up
those empties.
ATTENZIONE1
complete dinner for only $9.95
'redeem this coupon for dinner•
Choose Veal Parmigian, Veal Piccata, or Veal Florentine with
side of spaghetti, minestrone soup and salad, homemade
Italian bread, and a glass of wine
Monday thru Saturday 11 am. - 10 p.m.
Sunday 430 rant 101im.
735 Main St Bangor For Reservations Call 942-1240
Earn your Credits
abroad.
• England
•Isroel
•Ireland
•Germany
• Spain
•ltaly
•Oenmark
• Egypt
• Switzerland
• Mexico
• Canada
• France
Join Me thousands al students Mx)
'lave earned college credits studying
abroad in CCIS programs
Affordable quality programs with
tinancial old available
SIMI NC SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12 15CREDitS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
Al TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN
Dr John J McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886.1931 X243
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
L-31(
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Staff Writer
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Sports
id-MO-I:Mass clash in 31st football match Saturday
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The U MO football team will play the
University of Massachusetts for the 31st
time when the two meet at Alumni Field
Saturday as a part of Homecoming
Weekend.
Massachusetts leads the series, which
dates back to 1909 and has been played_
continuously since 1945, ..5-24,1-
Minutemen have won 17 of the last 18
games against the Black Bears. Last year
UMass won 17-7.
Maine is 1-5 overall and 0-3 in the
Yankee Conference. UMass is 2-4 overall
and 0-1 in the conference. Last week the
Bears lost to the University of Delaware
37-7 while committing six turnovers. The
Minutemen lost to the University of
Richmond 27-7.
LIMO head coach Ron Rogerson said
the Bears were losing 10-0 after only run-
ning five plays and couldn't recover.
"It (the turnovers) hurt us a great
deal," Rogerson said. "We got ready
to play, stepped out in front of 20,000
fans and a combination of failures kept
as from holding onto the ball early. In
retrospect I would say Delaware ,is ,as
good as anyone we've played."
Rogerson said Massachusetts is a solid
team despite its record.
"They're similiar to most Yankee Con-
ference teams in their defensive scheme(5-2; five linemen, two linebackers),"
Rogerson said. "Offensively they're like
us. They've shown sparks. We've got
another offensive line coming to town
that can tilt the field."
The UMass offensive line averages 249
pounds. It's anchored by co-captain Tom
.___,{vIcEvilly at right guard and Stan Kac-
_ -iorowski, a second team conference all-
star in 1983, at left tackle.
Jim Simeone will start at quarterback
for the Minutemen. He has completed
73 passes in 173 attempts for 686 yards.
Simeone has only gained 86 yards
rushing in 41 attempts and isn't as
mobile as Delaware's Rich Gannon, who
gained 41 yards against Maine last
Saturday.
Massachusetts' leading receiver is Bob
Simeone, Jim's brother. He has caught
24 passes for 292 yards and one
touchdown. He is averaging 12.2 yards
per catch.
The UMass attack is built around
tailback George Barnwell, who was con-
verted from a flanker last season and ran
for 402 yards. This season he has rush-
ed for 570 yards, caught 14 passes and
averaged 23.3 yards per kickoff return.
Stull said Barnwell is hurt and is ques-
tionable for the game.
I LEARN TO SKY DIVE I
• Four hours of ground
school
Main & emergency chutes
• Flight to 3000 feet
• Opportunity for first jump I
• Jump within five miles
from campus
All you need to bring is
courage and a good pair of
boots.
! For more information contact:
Downeast Parachutes
Box 425; Main Rd.
Hampden, Me. 04444
862-3060
OM =NMI MN INIIIIMI I= NM =I In MI
"Barnwell has a pulled hamstring and
it's probable whether he'll start," Stull
said. "If based on yesterday's (Wednes-
day) practice, I don't think he'd play
much. "
Stull said junior Duckworth Grange
would replace Barnwell at tailback if
necessary. Grange has gained 163 yards
rushing on 31 carries. Stull said UMass
is quick-hitting and wouldn't change
its game plan for Maine.
"We'll run the same things ... the dive
and the quick pitch," Stull said. "We
aren't going to change the way we play,
we'll just try to do it better. "
Defensively the Minutemen are led by
linebackers Vito Perrone and Mike
Fay reau.
Perrone has made or assisted on 85
tackles, caused three fumbles, tipped two
passes and made three sacks. Favreau
has been in on 75 tackles, recovered one
fumble and made four sacks.
UMass has intercepted 11 passes this
season. Strong safety Paul Platek leads
the team with four. Todd Comeau and
Bruce Strange each have three.
Offensively Maine is led by captain
Gary Hufnagle who has gained 342
yards rushing and senior Paul Phelan
who has rushed for 270 yards and caught
nine passes for 77 yards.
Mark Coutts, who had 20 tackles
against Delaware, anchors the Maine
defense from his linebacker position.
He was named to the Yankee Con-
ference and Eastern College Athletic
Conference (ECAC) honor rolls for his
play last week. Coutts leads the team in
tackles with 51 assisted and 29 unassisted
tackles and has one interception, one
sack and one fumble recovery.
Rogerson said Coutts is having a great
Year.
"Mark Coutts is all over the field,"
Rogerson said. "I look to him for leader-
ship. And he's another player from
Maine who has made his mark."
Bangor's Newest Concept in Eating
ADAMS FARE4./P
105 MAIN STREET
Bangor, Maine
Tel, 947-3736
Cali Ahead for Take Out
The Best Pizza You've Ever Had
Bring this ad in and get $1.00 off our 16"
Party Pizza--and pile on your favorite toppings.Fresh dough made daily, We bake our rolls every day.
Italian Sandwiches Hot Subs
Fried Seafood Side Orders Fried Seafood Dinners
French Fries Onion Rings
Cold Draft Beer and Soda
Open 7 days a week:
Sunday thru Thursday llam to lam
Friday and Saturday llam to 2am
Goldsmith's Sporting Goods
Homecoming Weekend Specials
20% OFF
"Maine" Hooded Sweatshirts
"Maine" 1-Shirts
(any color or style)
"Maine" Muscle Shirts
expires 10/23/84
Goldsmith's Sporting Goods
Maine Square Mall
Hogan Road
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CroF8 country teams begin championship meet s
Chuzi
Staff Wri:er
The men's and women's cross coon-
tn._ teams begin their championship meet
scliedide this weekend. The women are
ssing for their sixth consecutive state
user. title Fnd,a at Bowdom College.
The race starts at 4 p.m. The men's
squad traseb to Brsant College in
Smithsfield. RI. for the Eastern Charn-
pionshign Saturday a: 12:30 p.m.
Coach Jim Ballinger said the women
are -oserwheiming ironies- to wln the
- Maine Association of Inter-Collegiate
Athletics for Women 1MAJAW:ham-
;nor-ship. the Etia.:k Bean and
:re PoLar Bears ir. -Lhe Fate ale
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7: -
Ballinger said his women *na±:err are
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WORK FOR
THE FASTEST
 GROWING NIUE
IN WE INDUSTRY,
PEOP(.Express is coming to campus in search of
CO-OP EDUCA770N STUDENTS
SOPHOMORES—JUNIORS—
SENfORS...GRAD STUDENTS
START NOW AS A RESERvADONS SALES ASSOGKE ttki / `e5 ace!!
ccrrtaC Detwee,
 PEOPLExmns arie ox a/stoners. aDa.ravsr:tearing we ance reornatroe—ano seeing sears fcr PEOhaaI De basec a: NEWARK iNTERNAPOIwAL Aippow-
THE JOB OFFERS ALL 7741S:
• 55 X ar noir k szar—*--
-arses
• ...At.110TEC ',RAVEL Pc1^111.E11ES ON
DEOPLExvess Nor any Ste ?a- Ma
SOCuSeS 13C Aar X days t enplorrert
• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT
THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:
• ..4.-•-ur ce4 'ors
• mrwmin ol 20 Noxrs ce, wee.
• Maxerum o 40 pe,
GUALiF,
 ha,e a 304 t 2 1 te ereoh?c 
-
_roam a mare a=exte ano assess-we avoeerance Awous as expere,,ce cs a "iLs:
PRESENTATIONS AND INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY. OCTOBER23rcl. FROM 1:00 P.M. TO 3:00 P.M. IN THE NORTH BANGOR ROOM IN THEMEMORIAL UNION BUILDING. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT TRANSCRIPT TO THEINTERVIEW
PEOPIFirpress
FLY SMART
bear us. but that depends if our top five
runs well. We can't have one guy fall
off. "
Captain Glendon Rand said Satur-
day's meet is an important one for the
team.
"It's an important meet," Rand
said. "We need to run well this weekend
to do well at the state meet and New
Englands the next two weeks."
In the victories over UMA and MMA
Saturday, Rich Goodenough (second),
Dana Maxim (third), Bob Cuddy
Matt Dunlap (fifth), Roy Mor-
:-Is rr•Alh) and Mark Tuson (13th) led the
team. Rand, Rummler, Ken Lefourneau,
Brian Warren, Ste,t Dunlap and Mike
Leighton will also aid the Bear's cause
at Br-cant College, Ballinger said.
+ March
.of
Dimes
SAVES BABIES
HEIP FIGHT B RTH DEFECTS
Now Open Mondays
'Large select,c- '
C.:"eesCrieese-Soec,a.:.,
Breads-Danish-Croissants
Baked Daily
:re - Mon-Sa: ,0 am -6 c"
Gloria's Sodlow
24 moo at., Orme NI-4209,
1
.$1.00 OFF
b.
•
Men's & Women's
Pullover Hooded
Jackets
100% cotton
man ,
 colors available 
• with coupon
Dance to the Las Dos Band
Friday night
WINE AND DRINK SPECIALS
We have bands ever\
week.
Located
Bangor Brewer
,1.1e
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Staff Writer
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ockey tam challenges Providence atAlfond
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
Saturday night the UMO hockey team
will play its first Hockey East
home game at the Alfond Arena at
T 30. And what a game it should be.
In recent years, whenever the Pro-
, idence College Friars have invaded the
Alfond Arena great hockey action and
‘heer excitement have resulted.
The Friars come to Orono with a 2-0
record after sweeping the University of
North Dakota 5-4, and 7-3 last weekend
in Providence. One cannot easily forget
what has happened the last two times
Maine has hosted Providence.
It was last Nov. 19 when the Bears had
a 6-5 lead and were on a power play with
less than two minutes remaining in the
game.
Gates Orlando, the PC captain and
-uo-ise leader, stole the puck and scored
a short-handed goal sending the game
into overtime Steve Taylor scored for the
ST JAMES
EPISCOPAL CHURCH -
Sunday. Eucharist 10am
Inom 
.44.4 .0
4.40.4.• o of,* 4 40
WELCOME
ALUMNI
from
Dave Sklar '63
Zip-Out Fashion
Women's
RAINWEAR
Save 25 30%
.cnao- 55
Jr Gallen
,orecester
One Group
MEN'S SUITS
'Swedish Ands
'Poly/Wools
• 1001/4 Wools
I 2 or 3 PieceSnorts. Repsi & Longs
; ValueS to $23.5 00
L5A11404 4`"
rr' One Group
I Women'S
FULL
Poplin 8 Nylon
$70 Value
COATS
LENGTH
Poly Fill
$49-
S M L
Ars'yy.A"A#AN$1. emit
1 ALPINE
JACKETS /
kLA
Thinsulete Lined
Available
FOr Men & Woolen
$99..
'5988
sivAs# VVAINtsts4
OPEN SUNDAYS 17-4
THE MAINE COAT
TOWN
ofInea.lorn 004.04.4184)61411,01ecl.orn of name C44.4
C04044.401001f tor an.
Open Daily 9,30-7:00, Friday 800
TWIN CITY PLAZA, BREWER
1189.1935 
Friars in the overtime lo give PC a 7-6
victory.
Two years ago the Friars won by theidentical 7-6 score which was also decid-
ed in overtime.
Sophomore left wing Kevin Mann,
who led the team last year with game
winning goals with three, said he and the
team can't wait until Saturday night.
"It's a big game and everyone's
pumped up about it," Mann said.
"We want to get them back from last
year but more than anything we just
want to get a win."
The Black Bears have dropped their
first two games of the year losing to New
Brunswick 6-3, and to New Hampshire
4-2 Tuesday night in Durham.
•
Head Coach Shawn Walsh said he was
very pleased with his team's improve-
ment from the New Brunswick game to
the UNH game He remarked that the
New Hampshire game "proved we can
play Hockey East teams (competitively)
on the road."
Walsh said he received an excellent
scouting report on Providence and said
his team will have a handful!" and will
have to concentrate on the team's defen-
sive zone coverage in the Maine end.
For many of the Black Bears, Satur-
day's game will be the first before a
capacity college crowd. As of Thursday
afternoon approximately 500 tickets for
the general public remained and about
300 student tickets were left.
IjIANSON'S
/ Ski &Sport
Twin City Plaza, BrewerComplete
Special .
Ski Tune-up 
$9 95 
(reg.$20)
Also: Downhill & Cross Country
Ski Boot Sale
411114
410•14
Pizza Patio
Bangor Mall Blvd.
(next to Service Merchandise)
Welcomes Back
UMO Alumnus!
Pizza, Lasagna, Salads, Spaghetti
—luncheon special—
All you can eat, $3.99
from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Full Bar
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0, More than 200 Hot El Cold Dishes
0 plus Standing Steamship Round of Beef
0 every evening!
0
0 ALL YOU CAN EAT ...
INCLUDING DESSERT
Have You Seen the Salad Bar
at Miller's Restaurant?
it's oni, $8.95
0 NGOUS
lIll Milatstkir•
One of the freshmen who will play in
his first league home game will be
defenseman Scott Drevitch who said he
is excited about the game
"I've been looking forward to this
since I decided to come here," said the
5-10, 180 pound rookie from An-
dover,Mass. "The coaching staff has
helped out a lot and the team is starting
to blend together."
In last year's game at Providence,
Maine again lost by a single goal drop-
ping a 3-2 decision. Providence leads the
series history 9-1. The only time Maine
has ever beaten the Friars was in the
1979-80 season when the Black Bears
won 6-5 in Rhode Island.
RESEARCH PAPERS
14 789 to choose front — alt suosects
Push $2 tor it,. cu ',rent 306-page' cat.tog. Custom res•arch thesis assn.tanca airio avariablw
Relwarris 11322 Idaho Avw, •206 JCS.Los Angolan, CA 90025 (2 I 31 47 7 8226
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54' Hammond Si , Bangor 942-4 598
OLD AND RARE BOOKS
OLD COMIC BOOKS
RECENT AND EARLY
PAPERBACKS
BOUGHT AND SOLD
SHOP OPEN:
Tuesday' Saturday
1000 am - 5:30 pm
lel;W:tiN' 'kJ
THE triC SLET - •
i-ocus presents in the North and
South Lown Rooms, 7:30 p.m. to
midnight.
Filly:lki2e Nara
Vocals, guitar & piano. Country
Blues, folk, pop & jazz.
Songwriter & performer.
Sehonlar Nes*
Guitar and vocals. Country and
folk. Val is a longtime Fo'c'sle
performer
no admission charge
°Sv co"'
G.M. Pollack's
Custom Financing
We've listened to quite a feu
strews owe the years of wung
coupies about to be engaged or
marries-I, but lacking the resourcos to
get the rings theY wanted We dor't
think that's right. no we're doing
something to help.
M Pollack & Sows will boson to
your needs and mirk with you to
arrange a custom financing plan VW
believe you'll find us more flexible
than any other peeler in Maine
After an, the heart shouldn't be
asked to wait
am -Fillack,s,„,
Maine's fine Serieke
Isseotows Portland - 041.f0ne k
o3k's C °mew Autyrn .01 - Nuguma
Downkmn &vigor - (tango. Mall
( mane *mu a/ EfthOrM11a he alnme hall. reiwun
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Introducing LA brand from
Anheuser-Busch.
A preniuT beer with
one difference.
All the taste
of our regular beers...
LA delivers all the great taste and drinkability
of a premium pilsner beer with only half the alcohol of
our regular beers.
A special, natural brewing process along with thefinest natural ingredients. and slow, natural aging pro-duces a beer with less alcohol, that tastes as good as a
regular beer.
From the brim to the bottom of the glass.
For the way you live today, LA.
with only half
the akohol.
MAINE DISTRIBUTORS
5 COFFEY ST., BANGOR
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